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Introduction
In medieval times a bride would, by custom be hidden from her betrothed for
a few weeks before their wedding day. The groom traditionally tried to bribe her
bridesmaids with a cake filled with trinkets to let him see his intended before the
ceremony. Now known as the Bridesmaid's Charm cake, this tradition still
continues -albeit in a more slickly packaged version that is available through
wedding
planners."
Miniatures, such as a tiny anchor, promise adventure and
good fortune, while all bridesmaids supposedly vie for a tiny ring that portends
who will be the next to marry.
Novelties are scattered throughout everyday life. Faux gold crowns and
stuffed animals jockey for space on dashboards and every third car in a parking lot
has something hanging from its rearview mirror. "Computer
guards"
are made of
action figures, and various other decorative ephemera line the monitor; adults can
have toys too and display them just as proudly as their children.
Novelties have their place in society. Seventeen billion toys have been
dispensed through Cracker Jack Boxes since their
invention.3
Former President
George Bush regularly employed a joy buzzer to keep spirits up on the campaign
trail and as an ice breaker for important guests.
4
The AIDS crisis in the early
1 980's increased the demand for rubber surgical gloves and condoms to such a
2
See Weddings Etc. "Bridesmaid's Charm Cake accessed 2/15/98
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See Hoffman. David. Kid Stuffp.87. 1996
5"Whoopee
cushion"
shortage... See Hoffman. David, op. cit. P 87. 1996
degree former "whoopee
cushion"
manufacturers were called on to eschew their
production - causing a worldwide
shortage.5
Through a strong attraction to things that are considered "trash
culture,"
tabloids, cheap toys, trinkets, and what media critics recently coined "tabloid
television,"
have always fascinated me, but I had never imagined linking them
together until now. It is my desire to find the larger issues existent beneath easily
disposable objects ofpop culture.
Parti:
First year
During the first quarter I explored the impact of television upon the
developing mind of a child. I set toys against a video background to express this
sentiment. In some pieces the figures were active participants within the scenes
that were shown behind them. Within this series, which was rear-projected into
the ruins of a gutted television set, there is a transformation that I underwent in





that changed with each slide.
The visual information gradually became more adult oriented, depicting cooking
shows, sitcoms, to news programs ofhostages, and battle footage. The toys in
front of the TV scenes changed as well. Beginning with the dominant animal
figures, they moved on to small soldier which took aim at various figures in the
background; a blonde hula dancer figure, and a fashion doll. The toys wove in
and out of the background battlefield scenes serving both as fleeing victim and
home front beneficiary.
Animals were the dominant power within the early part of the series.
The removal of the human figure left the viewer to identify with the animals since
they were not looking at themselves or even anything like themselves.
Animals have played various roles as human personalities. In fables for
instance, animals occupy parts in human morality plays to illustrate various
themes.
In some of these pieces the figures were active participants within the scenes
which were shown behind them. In others, they seemed in conflict with the
background and seem to purposefully reject their media environment. At the
beginning of the piece, the toys infer a child at play in front of a television set left
by a parent as an electronic baby-sitter.
Figure 1
Figure 2
My second quarter work centered on a more in-depth exploration ofmedia
issues. Stills from various television broadcasts were displayed, breaking the
illusions projected, allowing the viewer to examine the inconsistencies being
conveyed. My intent was to examine society's desire for material wealth, as well
as to critique the subtle assertion of sexual and racial stereotypes. The idea behind
the television stills was to break the "beautiful
image"
by isolating ironic text and
image combinations to put them into different contexts. A still from any
exaggerated human situation, any display of unattainable aspirations ofwealth and
beauty widely portrayed in soap operas, talk and dating shows, as well as
commercials were fair game.
I also videotaped channel surfing, which accompanied this display of
photographs, commenting on another form of instant television intake and
gratification. At least fifty channels were represented in the hour long recording.
This project moved into a whole new direction from what was I had
envisioned as a consumer culture piece to the work that would lift the veil of the
underworld of generic toys. My new project was eventually undermined by the
very characteristics of the toy industry itself. The secrecy among the established
companies is legendary, but many manufacturers do not want to be found, and
some US distributors, are not willing to reveal the whereabouts of their production
facilities.
Some companies offered no address or emergency telephone number on
their
toys'
packages, whatsoever. Occasionally I found partial addresses, i.e. a
company name with a city and state listed, but no street address of any kind.
Occasionally, there was only a telephone number. Nothing else. This forced me
to try to trace them through long distance operators in several states. At the end of
this search just about every third company's phone was no longer in service or
was simply unlisted.
My polite letters of inquiry were either never answered or returned to me
because the "addressee has
moved"
- with the company leaving noforwarding
address. I have three such envelopes in my possession.
The ideas for this kind ofpresentation dead ended and proved only
partially successful through the use of xerography, a process that would become
the staple ofmy third quarter projects. The idea to color copy toy packaging and
contents came out of desperation for an image that encompasses the
characteristics of trompl'eil and also fell within my budgetary constraints of
buying large photographic paper.
Figure 3
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My first attempts to copy a blister pack through the college library's media
center, resulted in murky but interesting images. The policeman's kit for small
boys consisted of sunglasses, a badge, and a small gun, all ofwhich were fairly
discernible. They remained visible while the colorful art and illustrations of the
package dissolved into darkness. The distance of only a few centimeters to the
surface made all the difference. What was flush with the glass was the only part
that actually transferred effectively to the finished print.
Undeterred, I felt if I could manipulate the settings of the copier myself I
could control the results. Subsequent trips to Kinko's proved fruitless (at that time
their was no self service color copiers available). After one successful trip
had confirmed my hopes for better xerographic quality, it turned out that a
Kinko's employee had inadvertently done me a favor - one that was not to be
repeated. The corporate copy store became squeamish about the possibilities of
trademark infringement, and they refused to copy the toys.
Through a friend I found out about a copier at the main branch of the
Rochester library where I could experiment largely unsupervised. Thus, the
Warner's candy prints and the narrative series all came into fruition. The narrative
series consisted largely of toys, candy, childhood pictures of friends, and
appropriated images from a Toys-R-Us Sunday circular. There were three full
narratives two were told in two panels. One consisted of seven images arranged
horizontally in relation to one another. One panel served to carry the next
narrative phrase begun by the previous, and so on. Each bore a reminiscence of
some sort:
"/ don 't like birthdayparties.
But I had one everyyear
"
The one liners within were certainly autobiographical in nature, but held no
emotionally revelatory material. I wanted one liners that worked, but I did not
II
Figure 4
add one over/ yaar
Figure 5
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feel like particularly revealing myself to others. I do not believe that the mere fact
that personal details are being divulged amounts to the creation of personal work.
I wanted the viewers to feel that they were, in effect, confronting a mirror that
reflected back a particular slice of the childhood experience stereotypically
represented in American pop culture. I hoped that as the viewers read each set of
panels they would have a transformative experience.
The photos were accomplished by a video that reflected the eyes of an adult
dazzled by media saturation. The responses generated were almost unanimously
positive. More general feedback was given than in either of the previous walk
through presentations. This was the most successful walk-through for me, and I
knew I had the beginnning of a thesis.
12
13
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In the previous section, I expressed my intent to critique how the desire for
material wealth and the assertion of sexual and racial stereotypes was readily
expressed in television media. This desire would resurface again through my
interest in specific toys that embodied these
"ideals"
and their direct marketing to
children. This interest grew out ofmy curiosity about how prevalent these types of
toys are. I collected toys in earnest - anything that even had a faint gleam of
offensiveness.
The Public Interest Research Groups, a consumer concerns group dedicated to
obtaining and posting information on a variety of subjects, posted a hazardous toy
report on the Internet that accused discount stores,
"dollar"
stores, and drug stores
of being the most common places where unsafe toys could be found. They cited
toy packaging as a potential problem. Many warning labels are hidden in "package
clutter"
through design - labels not prominently displayed or immediately
discernible because of brightly colored illustrations and text. Some information is
printed under the seam where the blister pack's shell sticks to the cardboard
backing. When the package is opened, the warning is literally ripped apart.
As a consumer culture investigation, the project had its possibilities, but
would have required the skills of a private detective, and the art aspects were not
yet clear. (Yes, the possibility ofhiring one actually crossed my mind at one
point.) So I was collecting scores of toys that 1 was physically having very little
involvement with. The idea of removing them from their boxes was anathema to
me. The idea ofpresenting them completely intact, with a tromp leil effect was
wrangled with. Then the idea ofproviding subtle changes to the boxes themselves
was an idea bandied about by members ofmy thesis board, but nothing seemed to
work.
As a result of this, I began to investigate the market. This was not an easy
task, and was made all the more daunting because the toy industry is notoriously
7






suspicious of outsiders. They fear counterfeiters who steal everything from ideas
to parts'molds and equipment. Consumer concerns reflected in (and, at times,
exaggerated by) the news media also fuel their wariness - annual "dangerous
toy"
lists are now a holiday staple, and no one wants to be on them.
Spending so much time working with toys led me to be very critical of the
industry itself. Many of the generic miniature zoo and barnyard playsets yield
animal figures that are often so poorly molded that excess plastic still clings to
their seams. Generic toys of every kind often carry no listing of the ingredients
used to create them. I've had fashion dolls so cheaply costumed that their outfits
are sewn on. This challenge, however would not deter an enterprising little girl
-
simply pop off an arm, leg, or head to pull the clothes off- an old childhood trick
ofmine that I was surprised to remember.
Toy drives for needy children come and go. While I have an attic full, the
one time a newly purchased doll's hair literally came off on my hands is enough to
prevent me from contributing any ofmy props to charity. Even now. I feel guilty




packaging feature no street address in their company
information, so finding the complete address through their telephone numbers and
long distance operators was my method of choice. Direct contact was not an
option I embraced at this time because I assumed that they would be reluctant to
tell me anything. I tried to trace the toys to their companies and distributors with
only one response out of twelve letters of inquiry, three ofwhich were returned
stamped "Addressee has moved, no forwarding
address."
What was I looking for? At the time I don't think I really knew. There were
too many elements to explore, and yet there was no way to avoid at some point
confronting each one on some level. These are the common threads that tied my
investigation together:
1. product implications
2. product representing a larger issue and acting as an illustrative aspect
The stores themselves were tremendously helpful in providing toys, but held
few clues as to what their roles as middlemen actually entailed. Discount stores
seemed the most promising avenue for information. They were the largest
providers of generic toys - and the most difficult to get information from.
Once called "five and
dimes."
now inflated to the term
"dollar"
stores, earn
a certain mystique. Recent news of the closing ofWoolworth's around the
country after 1 18 years of service prompted reporters to take to the streets and ask
numerous passersby what they thought of the closings. Considered the original
five and dime store, numerous warm Woolworth reminiscences poured forth on
radio and television. The most telling of what caused the chain to close, however.
is found in Rick Horowitz's satirical "Out ofTime in the Five and Dime: Cliches
in Aisle
Seven."
Horowitz, a television commentator and syndicated columnist.
depicts himself as an anchor vying for the warm and fuzzy accounts of the ilk
related on local television nationwide. Instead, our intrepid reporter gets
lukewarm receptions by people who give replies like "Nah - haven't been inside
the place in years. They've got better looking stuff over at Target. Nicer looking
store, too, if you want to know the
truth."8
Hence the loss of the business.
Still life photography almost never held any charm for me in any ofmy
earlier endeavors. At this point, however, the subject of toys as still-life fascinated
me. Every aspect led to the investigation of yet another. Visual attraction to toys
led to a search for information. What turned up (and what failed to) only enhanced
what I found so intriguing. This cemented their cultural relevance to me, and
enhanced their creative possibilities. These are the constructs from which I
operated and these are the results of from my action and purpose.
Horowitz. Rick. "Out ofTime at The Five and Dime .. p 2 accessed 7/22'97
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Even the buying trips for props were a part of this artistic development. I
scoured countless dollar/dime stores, combing through the shelves and racks for
something that is offensive, kitsch, or just bizarre. The brief diary I kept ofmy
purchases during this time had entries such as this:
1/7/96
Tupelo, MS
Bud 's Discount City
'Joyce
Love"
Baby New Born $5.00
-Doll with collapsible stomach package was damaged and babyfigure was stolen.
Everything else somewhat intact.
Package states "Please keep this information for anypossible correspondence.
"
No company name/address is clear.
The irony that my home state, Mississippi, acted as a goldmine for this type
of low end market toys was impossible to ignore. My suitcases were filled with
toys that I could not find in Rochester, New York. Somehow they seemed cheaper
(not just in price) and were so plentiful that a few stores could have built the small
museum I now have in my attic. It was not unusual to find toys that were quite out
of date, hanging in the "toy
sections"
of discount, variety and drug stores,
everywhere.
Paul Kessler ofWarner Candy Co. was unable to give company figures.
20
but admitted that the South was a prime area for their distributors. "Because of all
the convenience stores. We also do well in the inner city and Hispanic
communities."9
I shot color photos of these products and enlarged them to show the details
of the art and text of their boxes as well as the contents within. For a brief period
of time, I became fixated with the various methods of toy packaging itself.
particularly the concept of the "blister This refers to a form of packaging
merchandise inside a plastic, form-fitting shell mounted onto a flat piece of card
with product information printed on it. For me. "Blister became a
metaphor for the odious nature of the most grossly stereotypical toys. As
namesakes, their physical qualities were quite similar to skin blisters - each
existed as a transparent bubble containing a cultural irritant.
My Southern Documentary photo series gave birth to what became the
Doll Narrative series. But to my chagrin, it has gone no further as a concept in and
of itself. The combination of dolls and video screens (as in the first semester
project) had not seemed promising, until I found dissatisfaction with the way the
south was continuing to be presented, as a place of poor blacks and flat earth. A
project on Mississippi landscapes tended to yield nothing but the same kinds of
images being published time after time. After a particularly rough quarter I felt
that I had seen one too many of these images and decided to recreate the New old
South as I saw it continuing to be done. What started out as a cathartic way to
work out my frustrations led to something much interesting.
An interpretation of a method of interpretation.
9






*arbie ( Non-Barbie) Dolls or Doll for a Dollar. Two Dolls for Two Dollars
My whole concept of dolls has changed since I began my thesis. Although I
did not want to join the current crop of Barbie artists, I seem doomed to be
consigned to their ranks because ofmy use of the fashion doll as icon, as actress
in my dramatic recreations.
In order to understand the representation of the importance of the adult
woman as doll. I had to research Barbie. To understand how she was constructed.
it became easier to understand what she was in terms of identifiable product than
ersatz knockoff.
The creator of Barbie, Ruth Handler, found inspiration for her creation
through a European vacation that inadvertently introduced her to the concept of
the adult female
doll.1
After spying a shelf of "Lilli"s in Switzerland she happily
bought a couple,
' '
The Lilli doll, was modeled on a risque comic strip character
in Blld Zeitung, a ponytailed blonde constantly on the troll for rich dates. Lilli had
found much popularity among men of all ages as a dashboard and den decoration
whose charms involved her sexuality and physical accessibility, not to mention
the King-Kong like irony of her clenched in the fist of a male human companion.
Handler has said that the idea of a doll modeled on a grown woman was a
revolutionary one for the United States but made perfect sense to her. Her
daughter preferred to play with paper dolls that were not the usual baby or fellow
playmate personifications. Her daughter and friends used these dolls to create their
idea of what the adult world would be like for them. They used the dolls as real
people holding conversations.
She had been toying with the idea for years, but her desire to create a doll
with woman's figure and body irked the designers of the Handler's then fledgling
10
Lord, M.G. Forever Barbie pp. 29-30. 1995
11
Lord, M.G. op. at. pp. 25-28. 1995
12
Lord. M.G. op. cit. pp. 29-30. 1995
l3Lord. M.G. op. cit. pp. 29-30. 1995
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toy company. In Lilli she found a physical embodiment for the doll she had been
describing to them for years.
13
Barbie was conceived as an upstanding white upper middle class model of
young womanhood a teenage fashion model who would be the epitome of the
fifties. She was given a full name to flesh out her character. (Barbara Millicent
1 4
Roberts ), her parents, a fictional hometown, and eventually, a boyfriend/escort
named Ken to squire her to imaginary social engagements and play dates
?
.
Still, an ersatz, mass-produced imitation of what some people would
consider an ersatz, mass-produced pop cultural icon is an interesting study in
irony. Author M.G. Lord writes of the "Happy to be
Me"
Doll, a fashion doll
marketed as having realistic
measurements...."
When I handled an actual Happy
doll, the first thing I noticed were not its measurements. ..but its receding hairline.
Its hair sprang out of its head in widely scattered clumps, as if its balding pate.
like that of a desperate middle-aged man. had been reforested with plugs. Then
there was the hair's creepy texture. Whatever else one may say about Barbie, her
hair feels like hair....Meredig (Cathy Meredig, the Happy doll's creator) seemingly
forgot how snobbish such parents can be about cheesy
toys."I6
"Barbiesque"
dolls will always have a place in the world of generic toys.
A common hindrance to companies that have tried to develop their own fashion
dolls is that they must share the famous dolls eleven and a half inch proportions
to even have a chance to succeed in the business. Many have tried and failed. The
reason: the average child owns not one. not two, but several Barbie dolls. The
failure of the larger or smaller dolls stem from the inability to mix and match
clothing and shoes. Hence the knockoffs need the ability to blend in. to wear the
outfits in a child's preexisting collection which, more often than not will consist
14
Levy and Weingartner From Workshop to Toy Store p. 83. 1992
15
Lord. M.G. Forever Barbie, pp. 138-139, 1995
16
Lord. M.G. op. cit. pp.228-229. 1995
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ofBarbie-proportioned clothes. Economically, this works. For even the child with
no Barbies can supplement her collection cheaply and easily within this particular
toy genre.
17
*arbie dolls also often reflect the child's environment. A friend ofmine told
me that while growing up in East LA, it was years before she saw a blonde
"Barbie"
(used by her as a catch-all word to describe this type of doll). I myself
have noticed that stores with a high African American clientele will have many
black fashion dolls in stock, with few or none of the blonde blue-eyed dolls that
they are often simply darker versions of. There are also more brands to choose
from, many more so than you could ever find in say, any neighborhood
Toys-R-
Us. I have become quite a fan and collector of these dolls in particular for many of
the exotic combinations and afrocentric features on the face molds to differentiate
them from the white counterparts. I've seen some versions that are absolutely
atrocious, bordering on stereotype, while others have been made with such flair
and beauty, they make the products of most large toy companies look stilted and
ingenious.
It was in looking for these details that I began to look more and more at the
faces of the dolls. At first glance they all do seem to look alike. Some are such
good impostors that I'm sure they give Mattel's lawyers many sleepless nights.
But most differentiate themselves in some way. They must, or else the nameless
companies surely would be tracked down and dragged into court. Barbie's face
mold alone is copyrighted as well as the sum of her other parts.
Ix
In looking at
their faces I found the desire to do something other than collect and academically
study their origins. I took them out of their boxes, and began to use them. Initially
I began creating headshots of them as a way to catalog the contents ofmy
burgeoning collection. The routine was a simple one; shoot the doll as humanly as
possible with its existing clothing , much like a school yearbook photograph.
17
Mandeville. A.Glen Contemporary Doll Stars pp 63-69. 1992
lsLord. M.G. Forever Barbie p.73. 1995
The resulting portfolio began to taken on the appearance of a fledgling
agency with a stable ofmodels, a doll-as-human equivalent of a butterfly
collection. I added post-it notes with phone numbers written on them as well as
Figure 11
27
briefmessages such as "Call
Robert"
or a simple word or phase that denoted




was conceived to be mounted
directly onto a wall, giving viewers the opportunity to peruse it at their leisure. As
each doll began to add her own
"signature"
and occasional message, the
dynamic-
changed to that of an ingenue engaging the viewer with a manufactured detail.
To me their vacant smiles and gaudy clothing represent a hundred barely
legit modeling schools. For every Christy Turlington there is one dead look-a-like.
ten employed models, a host of unknowns in the netherworld ofmodeling schools
and talent agencies, and an average woman on the street who just had her haircut.
To avoid confusion I wrote the names of each doll with a permanent marker
on its backside, (tattoo-like, so its name would not show even in the most
revealing of photographs). Their names intrigued me. Most were simple popular
girl's childhood names, most ending in with the letter
"y"
Polly. Sandy, Brittany.
Names with double consonants were certainly popular: Annie. Polly. Debbie,
Sally, etc. About 30% of them remained completely unnamed.
Several questions dogged me. A friend examined the cheaper dolls and
pronounced them as Barbies "white
trash"
equivalent. For me, those words alone
seemed to carry connotations worth examining. As a popular Southern epithet, it
describes lower class citizens who are not good enough to hold the ladder of
Southern social climbers. Unlike the minority member who is cursed for being
what they are, "white
trash"
seems to have been coined to address an alterable
failure to measure up the prevailing standard. Generic dolls like "Miss
Flair"




I love Miss Flair and her democratic qualities. Her inexpensive qualities
make her different. If she is disembodied she fits easily back together. If a part(s)
is lost, you ve lost no great fortune just purchase another. If she herself is
completely destroyed she is utterly replaceable. There are no fan clubs for her. No
27
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advertisements in the back of doll collector's magazines for shops carry her like or
collectors clamoring to get their hands on her. A perfect, disposable idol.
No one is looking forMiss Flair. She is cheap, and everywhere.
29
Dramatic Recreations & Domestic Situations
The first miniatures I ever photographed were generic in nature, animals
that served no purpose but to represent a fictional child viewer playing against a
constantly running series of television programs. My miniatures changed also.
into human figures whose situations eventually overwhelmed the tv program
backgrounds with their own reenactments of bliss, jealousy and rage, sex, and
displays of relationship superiority.
The underlying context beneath these photographs is one of elemental
desire, desire for money, sex, power, fame, all framed in the everyday contexts of
living. I use *arbie dolls for their adult appearance, but never Barbie because her
face and body are so encoded with feminine discourse. While it is difficult to
avoid comparisons, I like to think that the dolls I chose to play these characters
bring much more attention to their positioning and their resemblance to human
beings than to the well known and oft-discussed baggage that the appearance of a
Barbie doll never fails to bring with her.
What is our fascination with the private lives of public figures? Celebrities
cried murder in the first forty eight hours after the death of princess Diana, giving
accounts of what they perceived were invasions of privacy tantamount to the high
speed paparazzi chase they believed led to the death of the most photographed
woman since Jacquelyn Kennedy Onassis.
Personally, I am much more intrigued by the lives of non-celebrities. Perhaps
it stems from the fact that on the most basic level almost anyone can relate to the
situations that led to the trouble these newly famous people are in. Most people
just would not have picked the same solutions that they did.
My mother often told me that abandoned babies and the remains of fetal
miscarriages were not an unfamiliar site in her boarding school's restrooms. This
was during her fifties era childhood, so often ascribed as an innocent time.





by the press) who gave birth to her baby during
her senior prom, stuffed it into a trash can, then hurried back to join her date, to
come to the fore?
The Domestic Situations series was first inspired by the O.J Simpson case, or
perhaps the Nicole Brown Simpson case, which began the previous summer and
seemed to end after O.J.'s release. My mother, newly retired but housebound in
caring for her bedridden mother, became a die-hard trial watcher. She even read
many of the books churned out by anyone who had anything to do with the case.
Watching some of this with her became sort of a bonding experience, and through
it she kept me informed whether I wanted to be or not. The one event that she
believed would be the climax of the trial would be the testimony ofMargarite
Simpson, the first former wife. For many months however, this woman was
difficult for the media to locate, and when she did finally resurface, proved to be
difficult to bring to trial. There were no shortage of information given about the
former life of the mysterious Margarite - personal photos and the old Ebony and
Jet pictorials. My mother really believed that if she took the stand, the tide of the
trial would turn.
"She'll have to tell the truth under she said.
"Do you really believe
that?"
I would ask.
"She knows what he's really like. Hell, she was married to
him."
Her trial watching and mine, combined with friend/ ex-lover of
Nicole/amateur author Faye Resnick s sleazy-yet-definitive take on the O.J.
Nicole relationship became my first foray into the Dramatic Recreation series.
In these photographs the doll tableau that is created hints at many themes but
focuses on narrative elements and features three women involved before, after,
and during the failure of two celebrity marriages. Margarite is portrayed as the











pictured here are recurring themes, aping so many of the photographs of the young
couple taken for Ebony and Jet. In those days he was a successful running back
and she was the lucky girl from the neighborhood who seemed to share his good
fortune. All seems well, until she is replaced. Nicole is the white, longtime
girlfriend-come-second-wife, so photogenic that even as a dead
divorcee'
she
manages to attract nationwide attention. The third woman completes the trinity
- a
blonde, a brunette, and a redhead. A former model, failed actress, new author who
came to fame on the arm of another. Who were these women? 1 don't know. This.
as they say. is only a dramatic recreation.
In my work dolls are used as actors within in various ways. The O. J.
series led to other pieces within the same vein. Their stories are often based on
real-life characters and issues that have risen from murders and attempted murders
that have been tried in the court of public opinion. What is notable about these
cases notably is the fact that over halfof the national scandals within the last ten
years involve allegations of abuse, infidelity, and betrayal in a personal,
particularly a married life. As of this writing, the most infamous current examples
include the multiple mini-series worthy drama ofAmy Fischer, Lorena Bobbit's
attempted castration of her husband, the broadcast histrionics ofO.J. Simpson.
and finally. Jonbenet Ramsey's role as possibly sexually abused child/beauty
pageant robot. Even Bill Clinton's well publicized "bimbo
eruptions"
qualify on
some levels. There were no dead bodies, only a couple of character assassinations.
All of the above situations share,one similarity
- each revealed goings-on







During the time I worked exclusively with toys, I limited my research to the
artists that I actually wanted to see. The desire was not to be subliminally
influenced. During my second year I saw many soft-focus toy photos done by
undergraduates and it truly dawned on me that although it was a simple technique.
and only one ofmany in the oeuvre ofDavid Levinthal. the style was so evocative
of his work that it became almost impossible for me to view such pieces without
instantly connecting it to his work. I wanted to make work that was as much
unlike it as possible.
I stumbled upon Laurie
Simmons'
s work quite accidentally. A professor had
sent in one of the artist's monographs while I worked a copy stand making slides
for the department. I was blown away by the wide avenue Simmons took with her
work, She used so many approaches, very creatively, in the way she let the
undercurrents within each piece speak volumes.
Jeff Koons stood out in that he translated the qualities that are often found in
dewy-eyed, cartoonish dogs and cats illustration directly into sculpture. By giving
these two dimensional fantasy figures large-scale three-dimensional life, he gives
form to fluff, weight to the weightless, through physical properties alone by
forcing them into a new form of existence.
Damian Hirst and Gregory Crewdson were enduring inspirations. I was
interested in Hirst because ofhis half and whole animal pieces, but more
particularly with a butterfly piece in which the butterflies gradually drifted to their
deaths onto canvases ofwet paint. Crewdson created intricate natural scenes
which look like nature photographs but with some small detail that gives away a
dark secret. Is that a graying corpse's hand nested among those wildflowers? Yes
Indeed. Even in Crewdson's considerably less dramatic earlier pieces, there is
something that possesses the aura of a movie set.
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Charles Bell's photorealistic paintings are perhaps the best personifications
of novelties in art. The history of bulk vending is portrayed within his works.
I9
After painting his first gumball machine in 1971, Bell resumed painting the toy
images, which would eventually make him world famous. Bell's pieces are large
in scale which further accentuates the tromp'leil effect and portray images from
the earlier period of toy vending when charms were mixed in with gumballs as a
trade stimulator. (Capsules were added later, to increase the mobility of the
objects within machines devoted to toys and novelties.) Each trinket, carefully
selected, placed, and photographed worked to create the illusion of a scene from
everyday life. The apparently random quality of the world he captures within these
glass globes is fully orchestrated with chopsticks, wires and an olive plucker of
the gumballs alone to create a particular visual effect, while the colors and hues
are rendered in candy pinks, vibrant oranges, and the best approximation of the
burnt red that many companies use today.
This subject matter is not what the Charles Bell is most notorious for.
'
In
a departure from the gumball series is The Judgment ofParis (1986). Ken plays
the mythological figure Paris, the judge in the first ever beauty contest, with
Barbie as Minerva, the goddess ofwar, aMiss America doll as Juno, and a
Marilyn Monroe doll as Venus, goddess of love. Paris chooses Venus, and his
decision brings about dire consequences - The Trojan War. The only piece I have
ever been able to find by Tim Head is the first one I have ever seen. Fallout is
constructed entirely of a landscape of novelties. A mix ofmostly neon trinkets
their garish colors are at first so involving that the nature of the objects within the
frame are somewhat difficult to ascertain.
Upon closer inspection, however, the objects become quite easy to identify.
The neon hue seems to give them a glow of modern society's cultural artifacts,
immanently unbiodegradable. They could survive us, they certainly will. Another
Geblzahler. Henry. Charles Bell: The Complete Works p. 35-36. 1990
Lord. M.G. Forever Barbie p.254, 1995
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take of this piece is that it is merely a glimpse of landfill's worth of possessions






"Haven't they made enough of these things
already?"'1
- Interstate Commerce Corporation writer describing number of




quote.. .Interstate Commerce Corporation "Trinkets: Corp. s Carnival Sew Orleans - Throws Part I "p. 2. 1996
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Novelties
The dictionary definition of a novelty is "a small manufactured article
intended for personal or household
adornment."
Within the novelty business, there
is no one group to which these items belong. Party favors and gags all have their
niche but there is one group the remains perhaps more visible and accessible but
exists somewhat beneath all the rest.
"The technical term for them is
'slum'."
confessed one bemused party
supply shop worker. She did not know a concrete reason why but believed it had
to do with the very nature these items. Small, mass-produced, cheap to make and
cheaply made. Being given a name for this them gave them a power that seemed
to supersede their more innocuous qualities.
When told about my project, one bemused party supply store worker
confided that the technical term for the toys featured in this series is
"slum"
She
did not know a concrete reason but believed it had to do with the very nature of
these items.
15
Research verified this to be true. Slum is
"carny"
slang, a descriptive term
used by carnival workers to describe inexpensive trinkets given as consolation
prizes in games of chance like throwing darts at balloons or the ever popular game
of pitching golfballs into goldfish bowls. Novelties were thought to have been
generated for this very purpose. It is generally a catchall phrase that refers to any
prize of little value.
The objects are in their presentation are fetishized only in their presentation, their
are created to become one with the color fields in which they are partially
immersed. The conversation between the objects is limited to only two fields, one
per field in which comparisons and relationships are hinted at but never fully
established. The color fields hold each piece suspended in its own unique space.
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in which apocalyptic battles are represented by bricks of sold
color moving on a screen of solid color firing round pellets of color. No grand.
cinematic explosions or cyberbabe s in today's video gaming experience
- Atari
should have been called Artari.
This work springs from my heart. I began including capsuled toys in my
work about two years ago when I began working exclusively with miniatures, but
my interest in them developed long before that. To supplement my collection of
"slum"
for the novelty series I took trips to various party and novelty stores. This
led to the discovery of uncapsuled versions of the most sought after vending
machine items ofmy childhood. At nearly every single one of the Mississippi
discount stores I described earlier, there is some form of capsuled toy vending
machine. I am not exaggerating when I say that I can still remember those toys as
if it were only yesterday, from the elusive
"gold"
digital watch (which I never
won) to plastic versions of glass animals, to a series of incredibly detailed
Egyptian pendants ofTutankammen and Nefertiti that I have not seen since the
mid-seventies, but still look for in every store. Mississippi is such a gold mine that
the last trip I took there I tried to buy a capsuled toy from very single vending
machine I passed, creating a photographic diary of each purchase. Quite simply, 1








"The child pays something of value (consideration) to use the vending machine:
if he wins he receives something of value (prize), usually more than the amount
bet; and the outcome depends on chance. Because all three elements are present
on the vending machines that dispenses these plastic eggs, this would be
considered a true gambling
device.""
Mark Pilarski The Detroit News "Casino
Guide"
Pilarski. Mark. The Detroit Sews "Casino Guide "p I. I99K
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Capsuled Novelties
The first vending machine in recorded history is mentioned by the
mathematician Hero in the year 215 BC in his book Pneumaitika. He described
and illustrated a coin-actuated device that by the insertion of five drachmas (the
modern equivalent to seventy-five cents) vended sacrificial water in Egyptian
temples. The weight of the coins would pull the cork out of its spigot releasing a
trickle of holy
water.24
The first contemporary commercial vending machine sold post cards in
London during the early 1880's. Thomas Adams of the Adams Gum Company
provided Americans with gum dispensers on the New York City elevated train
platforms in 1907. As vending machines gained popularity, a variety of objects
were offered. There was even a completely coin operated restaurant in
Philadelphia. Opened in 1902, the Horn & Hardart remained popular until the first
fast food restaurants put them out of business.
The predecessor to the capsuled toy machine was the common gumball
machine. The familiar round, coated gumball as we know it was introduced in
1907, and remained quite popular, until distributors found a way that they could
push their gum sales upward. During the Nineteen-forties and Fifties, charms like
plastic rings, plastic whistles, and other trinkets were mixed in with gumballs as a
trade stimulator, i.e., a way to sell more than one gumball in a child's attempts for
receive something a little more substantial. Developments in mass-production
such as injection molding and vacuum plating the development of new plastics
such polystyrene made plastic prizes even more inexpensive and plentiful. The
idea of placing them in small, clear plastic capsules came later, to increase the
mobility of the objects within machines
devoted to toys and novelties.
In the multi-billion dollar per year vending industry, capsuled toys fit into a
category described as "bulk
vending."
Bulk vending amounts to less than 1% of
Schreibe. G. Richard. A Concise History ofVending in the I "SA p. 1-3. 1990
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United States sales and encompasses toys, nuts, gumballs, and what are only
referred to as"unsorted
confections." 25
Capsule toys do not have a place in the
four C's of vending: Coffee, Cup Soda, Candy, and Cigarettes. Controversy over
the latter has been a bone of contention for quite some time now, with the belief
that cigarette vending machines invite underage smokers who otherwise would be
unable to purchase them. Aside from the accusation of literally placing cigarettes
in the hands ofminors, there is the other bit of bad luck that has dogged the
vending industry.
26
Accidental death resulting from trying to tip the machine to
free items from their inner hooks have left the occasional unsatisfied customer
crushed beneath the weight of a full-sized machine. With an average of around
four such deaths per year it is a rare and decidedly unpleasant way to die. It is
often cited by industry periodicals as brought about through consumer attempts to
liberate merchandise from the machines (by rocking it forward to cause candy and
sodas to fall from their inner hooks) - roughly commensurate to the death of a
thief shot trying to burglarize a home.
The toys themselves are small - ironic since toys with small working
parts are considered a hazard. Health and safety concerns are otherwise minimal,
for there are no perishable items to worry about.
In the South much of the landscape is dusted with small towns which
force their inhabitants to drive at least thirty miles away to shop at a mall.
However, there is an inordinate amount of small discount stores and
supermarkets. At nearly every single one is a vending machine. On the last trip
there I tried to buy a novelty from every single shop I passed. The thing that lead
me to include them in my work was the use of novelties in general, which led to
the discovery of some of the most sought after items ofmy childhood.
JAMA -'Soda Pop Vending Machine
Injuries"
p.2697 Nov. 11. 1988







Capsuled toys are instant gratification. Children are regularly seen
dragging their parents toward them. They are located by the entrances and exits of
stores for a reason, as impulse buys, and rewards for good behavior. If the buyer is
particular, s/he can always try again. Although, in practical terms, the results, if
actually obtained at, will be worth 1/10, maybe even 1/1 00th the cost to the
manufacturer.
There are almost no collector's clubs, no web pages posted by anyone
outside of the business of these items. They are beneath commentary of almost
any kind outside ofparty supply catalogues and vending suppliers.
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One of the
few pieces of commentary I have read about this toy genre was featured in
reporter Mark Pilarski 's response to letter which asked him if thought arcade
games made children susceptible to gambling. Pilarski told the man to forget
about video games and pegged capsuled toy vending machines instead, stating that
courts define any form of gambling apparatus as consisting of three components:
consideration, chance, and prize. He also claims that an informant confided that
there was only one true prize per two hundred eggs. "Our offspring are up against
tougher odds than the tightest one-armed
bandit."28
27
e-mail reply to question... Hank Schlesinger ofVending Times magazine, 4/13/98
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It is this concept, consideration, chance, and prize that led me to include a
vending machine in my show. Slot machines do share the same premise. Insert
coin. Wait for results. Payoff. Or Not.
Food and beverage vending machines exist to give the public exactly what
they want, no variation is wanted in this circumstance. But toy vending machines
operate on the same principle as any carnival game of chance.
Hank Schlesinger, ofVending Times explains the finer points of the
description, "No one in vending refers to what are often similar items on the
carnival circuit as slum and even an ex-carny working in the vending industry
does not refer to his merchandise as slum and will not use that
term.""9
Vending
contains all of the elements of any game of chance. The lure is the "blister
of slightly more upscale items of, for example an action figure, fake tattoos, or
that elusive
"gold"
digital watch are prominently displayed on a colorful display
card. The exchange comes in the form of a customer inserting money, turning the
metal crank that actuates the machine to distribute - what ever unseen item is next
in line for distribution. An item that was placed there by the shift caused in the
remaining merchandise as each purchase exits the machine.
I wanted to create a situation like this ofmy own. in which I supplied only
one of three variations, a cow, a pig, or a small reproduction of one of the pieces
from the novelty series. It was dubbed unofficially the C.P.A. machine, standing
for Cow. Pig, Art. Through another twist in the game of chance, further
manipulated through the occasional misfire ofmy thirty year-old Northwestern
former peanut dispenser, I renamed it the C.PA.N. machine. Cow, Pig, Art. or
Nothing.
29







"Not only do they disdain unregulated and vulgar language, they have thought
themselves superior to the kewpie dolls, skeleton rings with ruby eyes, duck TV
lamps.... or any of the other exuberant artifacts created for and by the vulgate taste
ofpure 100% unadulterated
democracy."30
- Leland and Crystal Payton, authors ofGirlie Collectibles
'






- translation: to produce something sentimental




Every town has one, a house that features the most ornaments, or the most
realistic looking plastic deer, or the largest amount ofHoliday lights in the tri-
state area. Fresh from art history, my best friend and I were driving through the
suburbs as a shortcut to a fast food resturant. when we began to notice the
ministrations of one lawn in particular. After this we would go out of our way to
see what he had done next. Did we see him as a blossoming folk artist? No. We
mocked him. Foryears. I am the guilty party who came up with a nickname for
the recluse's risk taking choice of lawn decor
- Poor Man's Versaille. Because, 1
reasoned, "a wealthy French king (Louis 14th) can do it and he is celebrated, this
poor bastard does it with what he has and he's considered a
This man ( in three years we managed to actually see him once planting
plaster rabbits in time for Easter) out did them all, working consistently and
constantly to represent the holidays most consistently, through statuary, faux
flowers and a host of hand-made props that conveyed the spirit of the holidays
through pure, uninhibited artistic interpretation. When Valentine's day came
without a single strand of tissue paper piping, or construction paper hearts for his
reproduction ofMicheangelo's David to cover the statues offending crotches, we
assumed he was dead. But by
Veteran"
s day he was back, having created
something even more dynamic
than the previous year's offering. Lawn nymphs
wearing dress military uniforms, miniature
flags dappling his chain link fence; a
couple ofhighlights from a tableaux elaborately constructed for public enjoyment.
Who am I to judge, you many ask? Well, what goes around truly comes around.
I have had people cringe when they enter my apartment, and see the masks, toys,
dolls, and classifiable plastic detritus ofyears of collecting.
31
Ward, Pete. Fantastic Plastic: The Kitsch Collector s Guide p. 12.
1997
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My project is not about kitsch or style per se, but it definitely involves it.
I did not attempt to divine how these objects fell short ofmainstream success
( a success that can be measured financially, educationally, or aesthetically) but no
examination of generic toys and trinkets would be complete without a closer
examination ofwhat it means to reside outside the realm of good taste and
acceptability.
Author/plastic kitsch collector Pete Ward refers to them as nasty, cheap
alternatives to collecting the real thing "made in obscure Far Eastern
Republics."32
As late twentieth century materials, aesthetic distaste for plastic
objects tend to stem from their physical characteristics. The ability to scuff and
dirty easily is enough to render a tchochke simply a form of environmental
pollution. The packaging that protects food from outside elements is considered
trash once it is devoid of its contents. Its lack ofweight is criticized by some
because of the underlying assumption that a good solid object denotes quality.
Toy packaging alone is even evocative of blister packaging, a particularly popular
method within the Class D toys, consists of an object encased in a (in some times
form fitting) plastic shell against a backing card with product information as well
as photographs and/or illustrations on one or both sides. As an
"imitation"
material, plastic drew accusations ofpretension, to act as canny reproductions of
rare substances, gold and silver, diamonds, even fur, all the symbols of status and
luxury could be enjoyed by virtually anyone. In toyland, porcelain dolls were no
longer out of the reach of the proletariat child. Wood and metal gave way to
smoother, lighter, brighter forms that eventually rose the ire ofRoland Barthes.
33
He attacked the very nature ofplastic itself for its adaptive nature and qualities
and what he believed was society's acceptance of artifice as a whole and its
popularity as evidence ofmodification of nature's function. Instead of the natural
object being shaped and formed into an object of function or decoration, plastic
inverted the process - this material acted instead as an every substance that existed
33
Barthes. Roland. Mythologies pp.97- 99. 1957
Ward. Pete. Fantastic Plastic: The Kitsch Collector "s Guide p. 101. 1 997
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to be actualized as a form. Barthes laments, "The hierarchy of substance is
abolished: a single one replaces them
all..."34
Plastic plays an integral part in the underlying idea ofmy thesis. This
aesthetic is what (the part of the toy industry that I am most attracted to) tends to
underscore. Plastic novelties, and the idea ofKitsch go hand in hand. Perhaps as
physical personifications of self-expression they prove a bit too telling about the
owner, about trends, and about opinions in society . As far as issues of taste.
novelty items are usually considered of poor taste as well as according to the form
the item may take. Notoriously offensive gags, such as artificial vomit, have been
around for as long as a hundred years. Novelty catalogs from the nineteen
Twenties and Thirties showcase many things that are still popular today, Groucho




Mass production imbued all social classes with the ability to be consumers.
An increase in demand for various goods and merchandise were developed by the
dawn of the Victorian era. Technological advance greatly increased the ability to
create a supply to meet the new demand. The response to this distribution of
wealth and style led to criticism by various parties of this new development. Even
so, some members of the hierarchy felt it their duty to steer the bourgeoisie in the
direction of good taste. Britain's Prince Albert went so far as to create the Great
Exhibition of 1851 in which each item was chosen for "exemplifying some right
principle of construction or
ornament."
Austrian critic Fritz Karpen went so far as
to create "Der Kitsch", a pamphlet devoted entirely to criticisms of contemporary
designs he deemed unseemly. In 1933 Herman Broch griped that the declines in
value mark kitsch periods. His example: the Roman empire and the "present
day"
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Stern, Jane and Micheal The Encyclopedia oj Bad Taste p 135. 1991
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Mark Pahlow, operator of Seattle novelty companies Archie Mcphee and
wholesaler Accoutrements is labeled "Der
Kitschmeister"
by one German
publication. He believes that many common novelties originated out of the need
for cheap prizes for the midway games and penny arcades of traveling carnivals.
Pahlow also believes that the secretive, competitive atmosphere of the carnivals
and their operators extend into the present day business - many novelty companies
are family owned and operated, often by the spawn of the company founder. The
development ofjust one successful gag or gift can be enough to keep a companv
afloat. And like the toy industry those within are intensely protective of their
products because of the extent of counterfeiting within the business.
7
One may ask: do children really differentiate what they are playing with or
do they simply relish the act of play itself? Is the toy what is really the focus of
their attention. Well, yes and no.
Children's play habits began to be studied by educators in the 1600's, then
fully during the 1700's as a contributor to the
child'
education. Until this began.
play was an activity indulged in the company of parents and peers, a communal
activity.38
Changing attitudes towards children and the concept of childhood
brought this about. A child was previously thought of a young adult, albeit one
given to immaturity and behavior that parents of earlier centuries believed invited
punishment and moral guidance. The idea that they were susceptible to
environmental influences, that there minds could be shaped and affected by their
surroundings was a new one. Thus a concentration on creating influential factors
began. The word
"toy"
was used to describe any object of little value, not one that
had a special significance to children, but one that literally described a cheap
trinket or other trivial object. English philosopher John Locke is credited with
introducing the idea that toys were more than objects
- he popularized the idea of
37
Stern. Jane and Micheal The Encyclopedia ofBad Taste p. 135. 1991
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Sutton-Smith, Brian. Toys as Culture p. 1 19. 1986
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the educational toy. He popularized a set ofwooden blocks with letters of the
alphabet carved into each side, to introduce to children the notion of stringing
letters together as words through their play actions. His reasons evolved from
concerns that their communal antics exposed them to undesirable influences and
activities. Educational toys would keep children indoors and allow them to
concentrate on their efforts, and thereby learn from them. The supervision of
adults and tutors caused many of the games and play methods of children to be
refined and domesticated through Locke's advocacy of play. He did not however.
view the act ofplay as an opportunity for children to learn from one another, but
as an experience that must be solitary. The end of the 1700s saw the development
of games and toys with educational aims. Board games became agents of
socialization to teach morality. Cards were developed to teach a variety of
subjects like history and spelling, astronomy and geography. Invented in 1 760.








The nineteenth century saw the beginnings of an
international toy market with manufactures located mainly in Germany and
England. Yale historian John Brewer relates that these particular toys were being
sold as much more than engaging, attractive playthings, but as agents of a social
morality of industry and individual behavior.
~
During this time issues of ownership began to change for children as well.
Toys were their first private possessions, in the past, for the child that was lucky
enough to have playthings, they were a collectively shared item, belonging to the
whole family. The accent on individualization changed this. According to Brewer
"The birth of the toy indicates the point at which the individualistic ethic came to
dominate the social thinking of the middle and upper Children were
becoming recognized as individuals.
39
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Psychologist/folklorist Brian Sutton-Smith collected "play
biographies"
from his students, as their recollections are a significant contribution to Toys as
Culture. Soft toys like teddy bears and stuffed animals are most often are most
often recalled, but there are most often recalled, but there are others. Many
associate early attractions to specific toys as the foundations of their early
development, i.e. one
"informant"
reminisces about a toy nursing kit that
sustained a belief gained early on that she would one day be a nurse. Sutton
Smith ascertains that the fulfill sexual stereotypes but one telling on a variety of
levels. Some are nostalgic, others draw connections between early and current
behavior, as well as instances where their loneliness was consoled by a toy's
40
prescience.
As far as the relationship between what Sutton -Smith refers to as the
concept of "toys as agency. He divides toys into three different groups that differ
in how they are reacted to by children. Toys of Identification come to play a major
role in childhood development for many. This group involves the level of
attachments invoked by his students; associations created by these toys instill the
ideas of emotional attachment and sentimental predestination . The second group
involves Age and Sex stereotype toys which are just that. These toys are played
with and aimed Tara particular sectors of the child population. Played with
extensively, these toys have existed as long as toys themselves. The last category
is Toys ofAcquaintance, toys that are given to children in which they have little
acquaintance. The author ices further examples of these as toys bought for
children by parents or relatives, bought by children impulsive moments, and
fashionable toys.
The disdain such toys receives is perhaps best voiced by Roland Barthes.
The author dismissed the idea of plastic and its versatility and voiced disgust at
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wooden playthings, while plastic toys are of "graceless material, the product of
chemistry, not of
nature."41
Brian Sutton Smith refutes this theory in his Toys As Culture, dismissing
Barthes and others predilection for the nonplastic as a simple matter of prejudice
in that there "is no evidence that today s child either is or is not more creative
with his current plastic playthings than his predecessors were with bits ofwood or
stones. One wonders what Barthes would have thought of today's generation of
plastic toys. While many to act as surrogates for the more well-known, name
brand toys, it can arguably be stated that the act of subtle imitation he disliked so
much has been completely discarded in favor of a genre that makes no attempt at
imitation. The plastic truck vs. The metal truck, The plastic doll vs. The porcelain
variety, there is a new generation of toys that have become their own, definitive
group.




Many direct influences on my work were television and print media inspired.
The lasting impression I was left with after watching the documentary Crumb
were two words: Leg Show, the name of a magazine that prominently featured the
comic book artist/lecher R. Crumb headed by a former girlfriend that spoke quite
freely about her ex's influences.
In my naivete I had almost no knowledge of the interests of foot fetishists. 1
did not pick up a copy of this magazine until my doll leg series was largely
finished. There was some connection to the photos actually published in the
magazine. I had envisioned a cheap, glossy read with murky color photos of
stiletto and garter clad models against a modest array of backgrounds. My concept
was a headless, even torsoless world in which form and line were restricted not to
a full figure, but to the area below a woman's hips and waist, a breastless.
vaginaless world of leg purity.
One more influence was greater part of a whole chapter entitled guys and
dolls in M.G.Lord's definitive work. Forever Barbie. It dissects the significance
of the famous doll's legs. In the author s meeting with aforementioned editor Dian
Hanson, Chanson clarifies the characteristics of the fetish itself and its relation to
dolls'
legs. A foot fetishist wants to see the objects of his desire prominently
displayed. A fashion doll's curved heel-molded foot reflects the same premise of
a woman's breasts within a pushup bra apply to the concept of the foot in a spike
heeled shoes. As a doll, Barbie's predecessor. Lilli, had a unique quality: her
black miniature stilettos were molded as one with her feet, the shoe itself defined
by painting and detailing
- perfect permanent fetish objects.
"
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Although the Domestic Situations series was not included in my thesis
show, the figures were a significant part ofmy creative process and were greatly
responsible for the black and white pixel video that was shown in its place.
The video remains untitled and if it were to have one I would chose the
name "Supervised Play", a phrase that captures what in essence at least half of the
video was. With the help of a second party we basically animated the dolls and
interacted with each other in the ways. The video consists of at least eight
different dolls whose appearances will be made over the videos one hour and
forty-five minute period. Within it
There was no real script for this video. I had no desire for dialogue or a
soundtrack that could belie the activities of those involved.
For discussion purposes it can more or less be broken up into the following
scenes:
Scene 1: The camera is positioned sideways, on the floor. The surrounding are
not discernible, only the movements ofa hand, then two figures move towards the
camera.
Scene 2: A British
"Bobbie"
doll appears and does apa de deaux with a Twiggy
like doll with poorly rooted hair. She slides in and out ofthe frame, then stops in
close-up.
Scene 3: A bald black doll with a blonde wig ( although her ethnicity is difficult
to derivefrom the liberalizing tones ofblack and white video) approaches the lens
and in so doing, loses her wig on camera. The camera changes position above.
Her head is notplaced entirely on her neck, giving the appearance ofa goiter-like







Scene 4: Various dolls approach the lens, then linger.
Scene 5: From above two dolls shake as ifheld in play by unseen hands, the
camera spins at odd angles, close-ups on various bodyparts. Medium shots ofa
naked black doll beside a headless doll.
Scene 6: A Scotsman doll movesforward in much the same way, eyes closed as if
expectant, the open to reveal two shiny black eyes. Its childlikeface surfaces
through darkness to completelyJill theframe and is revealed to be soft and quite
feminine, thefeathers andplaid ribbons surrounding the whitefur cap on its
head seem instead toform a woman's bonnet.
Figure 33
Scene 7: The knob atop the headless doll 's neck is rubbed in a sexually suggestive
way to simulate male masturbation.
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Scene 8: The knob atop the headless doll's neck is rubbed in
a sexually suggestive
way to simulate male masturbation.
Scene 9: A headless doll in a swimsuit is dropped, picked up, then dropped again.
This action continuesfor about ten seconds more, she is then dangled by her a
black thread that is methodically wrapped around her body and the bodies of
numerous other dolls.
Scene 10: A tiny white high-heeled shoe is closed in
upon the woodenfloor. It is
presented as a white silhouette in which all detail is lost and only its general
outline is visible not immediately discernible.
Scene 1 1 : Doll in bra andpanties is suspendedfrom above and dangle within a
round spotlight. The scene is shotfrom above and the doll is tilted in such away




Scene 12: The black doll reappears with a scarftying the blonde wig to her head.
She is topless with a tattered skirt.
Scene 13: A "Mammy dolls take her place, rotating in close-up. The action then
changes a scene in which the arms and hands ofafashion doll forced together
behind its back, then lied with black cord.
Scene 14: The camera broadens its angle to include the full figure of the headless
doll which is the dangled above a hard woodfloorfor several minutes.
Scene 15: A doll in white panties enters the frame in close-up. Close-up oflace on
a brassiere.
Scene 16: A hole where an arm has been removed is illuminatedfrom the inside,
the camera pulls away to reveal its true nature.
Scene 1 7: Shots of various shoulders, scalps, and bodies appear as well as factory
imprints and imperfect seams in the plastic that resemble keloid scars.
Scene 18: Footage continues ofbodiesfor several minutes.
Scene 19: Another blonde doll appears, not immediately indistinguishable from
the one before (there are at leastfive within the whole production, but only three
oftheirfaces are shown It is dangled in front ofa lamp, illuminating its clothing
ant at various points reducing it to a silhouette.
Scene 2Q\A hand grasps a doll by its head in the flickering light. It twirls as if
dancing.
Scene 21 : Fade to black.
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The only males allowed to interact with the females are the British souvenir
dolls. They are dwarfed by their 1 1
"
and a half inch companions and appear
subservient, largely sexually inadequate, childlike, and unformed. Like eunuchs
they occupy the periphery of the scenes, emerging only address the camera
directly. Meanwhile, rather than have sex with one of the males, two of the dolls
opt for sex with one another.
The domestic lives of the characters turned into the most enduring facet of
their lives and thus publicly define them The figures act against media backdrops
extend the illusion of various guises and lives, but to have the viewer embrace the
doll as characters each involved within a two-dimensional universe.
Q& A
Why didn't I record the play ofactual children?
I didn't want to project my own views onto what they were doing. I am not a child
psychologist. I wanted to depict scenes that were not very specific in content.
many ofwhich did come about spontaneously during the video's production, but
felt that it would not be fair to say, even graft a child's narrative onto what I was
doing because it would not be a true result of child play, it could flirt with that
idea, hereby leaving the reader utterly shocked at some of its more graphic content
but it would work with the format, free from, long running, and would pay off
only with a particularly tenacious viewer.
Why weren't more black dolls represented and why, was it not entirely comprised
ofblackfashion dolls?
The majority of dolls marketed today are white, specifically blonde, with a
black counterpart only occasionally created to address that sector of the market. 1
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did not make the cast entirely black because I did not want to have the video
viewed only as a reflection of a particular community. Also, the faces and bodies
used eventually meshed into one almost generic face that remained the same no
matter what the dolls ethnicity was.
Why was thefilm several short, poised vignettes?
The film is nearly continuous, with a brief static break before scene begins. The
reason was that I wanted the viewer to be instantly engaged no matter what point
s/he enters the room. There are, however, very few parts of the video that involve
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I had this idea for a short story kicking around in my head for at least a
year about a recovering drug addict that finds material salvation through work at a
toy store collector drawn into the folds of Barbie-collectordom and if I ever got it
together enough to tackle short fiction writing. I will. Why write about Barbie
when I resist artwork about her? it's not the doll but the rolling juggernaut of fans
and collectors that keep this blonde afloat, open a copy of Barbie Bazaar and what
initially appears to be a cult-like sensibility pervades every page. By setting it up
as a warm safe place for a character it works a group of people who channel their
desires into objects.
The collectability factor becomes overwhelming when examining the
world of doll collectors (the closest in kind I have ever found has been in Toy
Fare, a lush bi-monthly magazine about action figures). The anthropomorphism.
the accent on every possible detail in the exhaustive search for extra valuable
variants, and someone, somewhere's personal anecdotes about what they used to
own. what is on their wish list, and what they want now. Perusing enough of
these publications has led me to the conclusion that no collection is or will ever be
complete for two reasons the companies will, of course, continue to populate the
marketplace with doll after doll figure after figure, with a little something
different , something extra, or (rarely) something else. Got ice skating Barbie,
here'
s one in blue instead of pink, with slightly different make-up. and besides
she's this years model. The cult of B. is relatively easy to join. One issue and
you'll quickly and easily pick up collector slang, spouting terms like NRFB
(Never removed from box) and having contests with the girls to come up with the
best artist's creation (in which you create and sew your own fashions or can even
go so far as to repaint feature, reroot hair and complete redesign them to your
taste. An article on dying your older sixties-era Barbie dolls black to create what
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Mattel made few and far between ofwas so popular that variations on it was run
for four issues straight.
There is a line in a very popular -zine called Thrift Score about a passion a
hunger for things, the objects are just part of the fun the booty is fun but the true
delight is the thrift itself, the search, the acquisition, the barriers hitherto, and the
competition put it on the level that of a sport that anyone with pocket change can
play. The overexposed trend of shop-a-holics that seemed to emerge in the KOs
pales in comparison to this - no credit company haunted department store diva can
ever equate the feeling of accomplishment and thrill of acquisition that writer Al
Hoff and her "thrift exhibit in the act of finding ...
a.) what you want
b.) at the price you want, preferably less
c.) before anyone else can snag it.
I began reading thrift score for the prurient issues and passion exhibited within. It
was what I wanted when trying to find the crystallization ofmaterial desires that
lead people to casually spring for plastic tchohkes that have absolutely no purpose
except, from an intellectual standpoint to reflect personal tastes, from a
psychological standpoint to give a feeling of accomplishment and love object




Elvis is a perfect example of this. At Graceland gift stores many objects are
graced with the face of the host himself This tourist mecca seems to limit the
appearances to young Elvis as well as a streamlined, considerably healthier
version of the Vegas-era, sequin jumpsuit clad elder Elvis. Myriad items serve as
signifiers, but perhaps the best example of this phenomenon is the pink Cadillac
infusion. Pink Cadillacs are a popular item among auto enthusiasts in general, but
to Presley fans they possess particular significance. According to legend, the
singer bought one for his mother with the cash windfall from his first few hits.
She had never been taught to drive and the grinding poverty experienced by his
family made the prospect of purchasing any vehicle daunting, thus the car of her
dreams to his mother, along with a chauffeur to drive her wherever she wanted.
As one ofmany stories in the Elvis mythos the pink Cadillac story is one of the
best known and is cannily marketed with reproductions many of which bear no
reference to Presley on their packaging at all. As a general symbol of upwardly
mobility and gratitude it works well, arguably it could possibly be because of
fifties American car fantasies, as well as the fact that many of the teenage fans that
used to crowd his concerts are now around the age was when she received it.
Personally, it took a day's tour through Graceland before I got the connection.
I was told by Priscilla Presley's disembodied voice, narrating the tour through
headphones, and once the connection was made, the two became irrevocably
linked. The same holds true with the thousands of tee-shirt clad teddy bears and
sad-eyed stuffed hounds dogs left to communicate the message that the songs left
behind.
Unlike souvenirs of places, celebrity souvenirs have a much broader scope of
fantasy. They are symbolic of the entire mythology, factual and manufactured
surrounding the celebrity as well as the perceptions and assumptions about
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stardom itself. Deceased celebrities in particular remain perhaps the most popular
and the most commonly personified by novelties and collectibles. Scan the aisles
of any store rich in celebrity paraphernalia that places several icons together and
one tends to notice that Marilyn Monroe pieces feature her face and body, none of
the secondary associations that Elvis collectibles possess.
The closest she came to anything like this was Elton John's personification of
her in his song Candle in the Wind. Ironically enough, this seemed to provide a
promising association as snatches of the song turned up on the
occasional poster
and an arty tribute photo novella. After John reworked the lyrics to
commemorate
the death of Princess Diana, the deceased royal has been since been given her own




"The aesthetics of Pop depend on a massive initial impact and small sustaining power and
are therefore at their poppiest in products whose sole purpose is to be
^
Reyner Banham
Sparke. Penn\. quoted in. Ed. The Plastics Age p. 93. 1993
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The Exhibition
Other MFA students will tell you that you will not know what to do with your
thesis show until the exhibition. Believe them.
Spatial considerations led me to make radical decisions about the work that
would be showcased in my thesis show. The Domestic Situations work was
completely disparaged by one ofmy board members, another had positive and
negative feelings about its execution more so than its content, while the third liked
it wholeheartedly. I myself had planned to use it in the show almost until the very
end, but when placed among the other objects in the show, the doll series seemed
to pull focus on toys of a lesser status and disposability to broader social
pronouncements. I ultimately felt that these pieces should be showcased in their
own show, or with other doll images but not in this exhibition. They simply did
not work.
The last few days before the exhibition were typically quite hectic, many
stylistic decisions were made on the spot. My space was divided into two parts
one which featured the color field novelty series and the C.P.A. vending machine
displayed along an L-shaped wall. Another L-shaped wall across from this held
variations on the novelty series. A white pedestal held a television and VCR for
the
"doll"
video. This wall was buttressed with a partition that held the "leg
show"
series.
The doll portfolio, also set to be in the show, would have been displayed
above the television set or even beneath the leg Polaroids, but the juxtaposition
seemed to change the context of the pieces by being too direct and adding an
almost jokey feeling to the proceedings that was unwanted in the video and too
grounding for the abstract tact taken with the quasi-realistic leg images.
Even after the gallery's door opened to the public, I fought putting up a
statement, and did so only when the work had been up a few days. I felt that










Vending literature cites product jams as a common phenomena that not
only gives a poor service image but leads to equipment damaged by irate
customers (another reason vending machines occasionally topple over onto
clientele). This was the reason I chose to forgo the usual metal stand beneath the
CPA machine. Disappointingly, passersby tended to approach the vending
machine with some amusement, but on the whole many did not engage the
machine unless encouraged to do so. When a malfunction occurred gallery
consumers were fairly polite when asking for refunds, but for the most par. did not
engage the machine unless they were encouraged to do so. The price of each
capsuled item was reflected in the economics of the time in which the machine
was created a nickel goes a long way and usually encouraged
"customers"
to try
more than once to buy the item of their choice. During a machine breakdown I
always asked them to pick the item of their choice. This effect proved extremely
desirable. One of three things tended to happen:
1 . Viewer chose a capsule with an art piece inside
2. The occasional request for a cow to go with the pig and vice-versa.
3. The refusal to accept an item of choice, which resulted in coin refunds and
subsequent attempts to receive a properly vended item
or





While no one in their right mind would buy art that they had never seen,
the CPAN machine changed that, placing the value ofmy work alongside that of a
cheap mass-produced toy. While that is not meant as a personal criticism ofmy
work, it is one. While other artists have used vending machines before
- to
circumvent the traditional gallery system of display, then pay in the art for profit
scheme. I wished to exploit the ironies associated not just with these issues, but I
wished to infuse my art with the inherent qualities of knockoffs themselves
alongside large
"originals"
smaller, cheaper, pieces were readily accessible. Tiny
mass-produced copies of art featuring tiny mass-produced toys. Ersatz meets
ersatz (see p. 25) again.
One student went so far as to attempt to decode the novelty series and left his




It is interesting to note that his ideas were semiotic in their approach.
Some were as literal as "the miniature whale with the counter symbolized their
extinction, while others were far more abstract in telling me about his deductions
he vehemently insisted that the chocolate covered cherry sticker paired with the
gold bowling pin key chain symbolized explicit sex.
The video was another matter. A couple of visitors and certainly all of the
gallery workers claimed to have seen the entire piece. The average viewer came.
stood for a few minutes then moved on. but because the film was never the same
were forced to come back to observe the video's next developments, thus
confirming my wishes not to loop a shorter, complete film. Comments were few.
but in watching the reactions it inspired, tittering in the more overtly sexual
scenes, interest and/or puzzlement in the more abstract sequences, was worth a ton
of commentary.
By far the most well received series seemed to be the
"legshow"
While the
pieces were displayed without a statement, one student assumed I had
photographed real women. He asked me who my models were. A man familiar
with leg show viewed them very enthusiastically and said I should submit them to
the magazine. A female student particularly liked the phone series. "You should
do a series ofjust
phones."
The bowl of black plastic spider rings was also a telling addition to the
show. Included out of the desire to give something to the gallery visitors, it was
selected for its raw symbolism - as reproductions of nature they are not that
convincing, but as official mascots of the novelty show they served dual purposes.
Thusly, what do you do with a ring that looks like a poisonous spider? Wear





Ultimately, I realize that my oeuvre is literally a tribute to cheap thrills of
every sort. Sex (the Polaroids), pop cultural icons and tabloid news (xerographic
prints, iris prints, media stills) as well as mass media entertainment ( the doll
photo recreations, the media oriented videos from second and third quarter)
formed the center ofmy creative universe.
The fact that generic toys formed the backbone of the novelty series I
created was no accident. The tete-a-tete with the party store worker gave me the
impetus for my thesis, the clarity I desperately wanted in regards to where the
various directions in which my work was headed was finally awarded to me.
Everything, the use of video instead of film, Polaroids instead of prints,
xerography instead ofmore traditional, more archival means were all like on one
level. The quick and the cheaply produced were the tools ofmy expression. One
question one ofmy thesis I board members occasionally put to me was why I
didn't create prints that would hold more value for collectors, prints that could be
sold with good conscience or at the very least, could physically survive. Even the
comparatively expensive iris and other dye sublimation prints are doomed: within
about twenty-five years barring exposure to sunlight and water, they will be
reduced to shadows.
Perhaps the most common science project produced by grade school
students in the United States is the "Solar
System."
Nine balls painted to
represent, with varying digress of success, the nine planets, while they are hung
with fishing wire to represent fact but is to be interpreted physically by every
viewer (and judge) within the science fair.
In some ways I would like to compare what I have chosen to do with my
work is to this form of interpretation. These toys have served as my vehicles of
expression and I believe that they have played an important part in my life as an
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Thank you for sending in the samples of your work. They are fascinating indeed. I am
not sure if there is anything I can do to help you further your work.






As Artists Incorporate Venders Into Work
NEW YORK De>pite the sumo- diverse .mists ha\e taken up the no-
times uver-zealous claim.- if Mime bio bulk vender, symbol of childhood
manufacturers, bulk venders are not happiness, and incorporated it into
tvpically museum-bound
a.- unrk. uf their uork. An American iconofpop-
a'.t That is. until now A handful of ular culture is finally getting us









ins. and features a neo-cubist rendering of a classic vender on
location. Below, artist Nikki Johnson photographs venders then manipulates the




artistic due, and not a moment too
soon. After all, it's been more than
three decades sinceAndyWarhol im
mortalized a can of soup.
One such artist who has adopted
the bulk vender in a number ofpaint
ings is Loren Monk. The New York-
based artist, whose work has been
exhibited in museums and galleries
around the world, has used bulk
venders repeatedly in a series of has
cubist-style paintings depictingNew
York City street scenes.
Bulk venders fit particularly well
intoMonk's work, since unlike a good
many of todays cutting edge artists,
his paintings are stubbornly
uncyni-
cal. Utilizing bright colors and elab
orate mosaic frames of his own cre
ation. Monk's art is more vibrant
than the gloom and doom and cyni-
cally-hip art that is prevalent today.
It is perhaps also a reason that it is
prized among collectors around the
world.
Another artist currently incorpo
rating venders into her work is Nik
ki Johnson. A 25-year-old photogra
phy graduate student at the
Rochester Institute of Technology,
Johnson began incorporating cap
suled toys into her work two years
ago. Using computer as well as cam
era, Johnson photographs the cap
sules with their toys and then ma
nipulates the image to achieve her
desired effect.
"Growing up in Mississippi the
landscape is basically a dusting of
small towns that force its inhabi






however, an inordinate amount of
small discount stores and supermar
kets on and off the beaten path, At




from rural small-town memories of
her childhood, finds the bulk venders
as ubiquitous as Monk's frenetic ur
ban landscapes.
"I am not exaggerating when I say
that I can still remember those toy's
as if it were only yesterday, from tfie
elusive
'gold'
digital watch <wh-ch I
never won) to the plastic versi,. -> u;
glass animals, to this one series of in
credibly detailed Egyptian pedants
ofTutankammen and Nefertiti, that




There are very few good surprises in
life and spending a quarter or two for
instant gratification, no matter
hem-




PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST: Loren
Munk. who has adopted bulk venders
Into his elaborate street-scene works
has had his art exhibited In galleries
around the world and acquired by both
private and corporate collections.
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*p IN BULK VENDING
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STICKER MACHINES
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and More.
Lowest price per column!
'Quality *Design *Engineering
Introducing at
N.B.V.A Show - San Diego
Advance Manufacturing
1 7 760 Roscoe Blvd. Sun Valley, CA 91352
(818) 767-7495
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Figure 2 - "Non-Violent
Training"
Figure 3 - "Yo Yo
N' Candy"
Warner's Guns N "Candy series
Figure 4 - "I didn 't like birthday parties...
"
panel 1 of 2
figure 5 "but had one everyyear
"
panel 2
Figure 6 "Pop Rocks
"
(panel 5)





Figure 9 "Mock Southern Documentary,
Figure 10 - "Actual toys #23
"
Figure 1 1 "Love, Steffi Love
"
Figure 12 - "Honeymoon with Margarite
"
Figure 13 "Honeymoon with
Nicole"




Figure 16 - "HollywoodMurders: The Black
Dahlia"
Figure 1 7 "Lamb Dance
"
Figure 18 - "Blow Pipe
"
Figure 19 - "Legs with Eggs
"
Figure 20 - "Plastic Glass Animals 1. 2. 3,
4"






Figure 23 - customer examining purchase (miniature plastic cow)
Figure 24 - prospective customer. C.P.A.N. machine
Figure 25 "Leg Show #41
"
Figure 26 - "Leg Show #23
"
Figure 27 - "Leg Show #3
"
Figure 28 - "Leg Show #18
"
Figure 29 - still from "Unsupervised
Play"
video
Figure 30 - still from "Unsupervised Play
"
video
Figure 3 1 - still from "Unsupervised Play
"
video
Figure 32 - still from "Unsupervised
Play"
video
Figure 33 - still from "Unsupervised
Play"
video
Figure 34 - still from "Unsupervised
Play"
video
Figure 35 - still from "Unsupervised
Play"
video










Figure 38 - "Leg
Show"
prints






Figure 41 comment book
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